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•  Cinta Infinita Founder and CEO 

•  (Web) Application Security specialist & enthusiast 

•  Many vulnerabilities discovered in Open Source and Commercial 
software: Vmware, Websense, OSSIM, Cacti, McAfee, Oracle VM, etc. 

•  Gadgets and Electronics Lover (RFID!) 

•  EC-Council C|EH, CompTIA Security+ and Private Pilot License 

•  http://ar.linkedin.com/in/nahuelgrisolia 
•  http://cintainfinita.com 
•  http://www.exploit-db.com/author/?a=2008 
•  http://www.proxmark.org/forum/profile.php?id=3000 

 



Motivation 
from The Hacker Ethic and the Spirit of the Information Age… 

Pekka Himanen 

Enthusiastic, passionate attitude to 
the work that is enjoyed 
 
Creativity, wish to realize oneself and 
one's ability, often in teams that are 
formed spontaneously (project 
orientation) 
 
Wish to share one's skills with a 
community having common goals 



Motivation++… 



Real Motto… 



!  What is NOT true about RFID? 

!  What is true about RFID? 

!  Real Life Examples? 

!  RFID Hardware 

!  Tags! Passive, Active, Low/Hi Freq. 

!  LibNFC 

!  Proxmark3 & HydraBus+NFC 

!  Arduino Stuff 

!  iClass & Mifare Classic 
 

!  Resources, Where to Buy & more… 

Agenda 



Intro… But necessary… 



What is NOT true about RFID? 
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What is NOT true about RFID? 
 



What is true about RFID? 
 

I’m fully featured!!… 



What is true about RFID? 
 

Source: https://www.clonemykey.com/eligible-rfid-key-cloning-formats/ 



What is true about RFID? 

RFID is a generic term that is used to describe a system that 
transmits the identity (in the form of a unique serial number) of 
an object or person wirelessly, using radio waves. It's grouped 
under the broad category of automatic identification technologies.  

RFID stands for Radio-Frequency Identification. 

A typical RFID tag consists of a microchip attached to a radio 
antenna mounted on a substrate.  
 
To retrieve the data stored on an RFID tag, you need a reader. A 
typical reader is a device that has one or more antennas that 
emit radio waves and receive signals back from the tag.  



NFC (Near Field Communication) is an open platform technology 
standardized in some ISO specs, specifying modulations schemes, 
coding, transfer speeds, data exchange methods (NDEF – sort of 
MIME - by NFC Forum), etc. 
 
Form/subset of RFID (Radio Frequency IDentification) given that 
is uses radio waves for identification purposes. 
 
 
NFC works at 13.56 MHz in accordance with inductive coupling 
principles and allows communications at very short ranges (a few 
cm). 
 
It provides Card Emulation, Peer-to-Peer and Reader/Writer 
mode. 

What is true about NFC? 



NDEF Standard (NFC Data Exchange Format) 
 
NFC-Forum Tags: 
 
– Type 1: Innovision Topaz/Jewel (ISO14443-3A)  
 
– Type 2: NXP Mifare Ultralight (ISO14443-3A) 
 
– Type 3: Sony FeliCa 
 
– Type 4: ISO7816-4 on ISO14443-4 A or B  
   (e.g. DesFire EV1)  

What is true about NFC? 

424kbits/s 



Real Life Examples? 
Electronic Payments, Physical Access to 

buildings, Tolls, Passports, Medical Supplies 
and Equipment Tracking,  

     Clothes, almost everywhere! 
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buildings, Tolls, Passports, Medical Supplies 
and Equipment Tracking,  

     Clothes, almost everywhere! 



Frankfurt, Germany 

Real Life Examples? 



Moscow, Russia 

Real Life Examples? 



Moscow, Russia 

Real Life Examples? 



Santiago de Chile, Chile 

Real Life Examples? 



Real Life Examples? 
Delhi, India 



Did I mention AR? " … 



Hardware 



RFID Hardware 
A Radio-Frequency IDentification system has three 
basic parts: 
 

• A transponder - the RFID tag - that has been 
programmed with information.  
• A scanning antenna  
• A transceiver with a decoder to interpret the data  

The scanning antenna puts out radio-frequency signals in defined a range.  
 
The RF radiation does two things: 
 
   It provides a means of communicating with the transponder (the RFID tag) AND 
  It provides the RFID tag with the energy to communicate (in the case of passive 
RFID tags).  

How does RFID work?  



Frequency Bands 
RFID Hardware 



Readers, stand-alone systems +RFID, etc. 
RFID Hardware 

iClass?¿ 

HID Proximity 26bits¿? 

?¿ 

?¿ Parking 



Readers, stand-alone systems +RFID, etc. 
RFID Hardware 



Tags, cards, key rings, wristbands and more! 
RFID Hardware 



Tags, cards, key rings, wristbands and more! 

VeriChip human ID implant. 

RFID Hardware 



USIM! Your non-NFC cellphone, now NFC++! ;-) 
RFID Hardware 

http://www.nfcworld.com/2011/09/15/39941/sk-telecom-launches-sim-cards-that-add-nfc-to-existing-phones/ 

The ‘NFC on USIM’ cards provide standard SIM functions plus a 13.56MHz near 
field communication antenna and an NFC controller — all on one, small chip.  

As well as payments, the NFC USIM can be used to support peer-to-peer 
communications.  
 
A phone equipped with the new SIM can be used to receive product information in 
stores, mobile advertisements and coupons, conduct real-time account transfers 
between handsets, exchange electronic business cards, check-in to hotels, unlock doors 
and verify the user on PCs. 



It’s all About Tags… 



An RFID tag is an active tag when it is equipped with a battery 
that can be used as a partial or complete source of power for the 
tag's circuitry and antenna. 
 
Some active tags contain replaceable batteries for years of use; 
others are sealed units. (Note that It is also possible to connect the 
tag to an external power source.) 
 
Generally operate in UHF. 
 
     
 

Active RFID Tag 



 
The major advantages of an active RFID tag are: 
 
# It can be read at distances of one hundred meters or more, greatly improving the 

utility of the device. 

# It may have other sensors that can use electricity for power.  
 
The problems and disadvantages of an active RFID tag are: 
 
# The tag cannot function without battery power, which limits the lifetime of the tag. 

# The tag is typically more expensive, often costing $20 or more each. 

# The tag is physically larger, which may limit applications. 

# The long-term maintenance costs for an active RFID tag can be greater than those 
of a passive tag if the batteries are replaced. 

# Battery outages in an active tag can result in expensive misreads.  
 

Active RFID Tag 



Active RFID Tag 
Openbeacon Project 



A passive tag is an RFID tag that does not contain a battery; the power is supplied by by the 
reader's EM field.  
 
The tag enters a magnetic field when it’s near the reader’s field.  
 
The tag draws power from it, energizing the circuits in the tag.  
 
The tag then sends the information (by load modulation, varying its resistance and therefore 
its consumption of energy) encoded in the tag's memory. 
 
The reader is able to do a variation of energy in order to communicate with the tag. 
 

Passive RFID Tag 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transformer#Basic_principles 



The major disadvantages of a passive RFID tag are: 
 
# The tag can be read only at very short distances, typically a few centimeters at 

most. This greatly limits the device for certain applications. 

# It may not be possible to include sensors that can use electricity for power. 

 
The advantages of a passive tag are: 
 
# The tag functions without a battery; these tags have a useful life of twenty years or 

more. 

# The tag is typically much less expensive to manufacture 

# The tag is much smaller (some tags are the size of a grain of rice). These tags have 
almost unlimited applications in consumer goods and other areas.  

Passive RFID Tag 



Low Frequency Tags 
Low-frequency RFID systems are typically 125 KHz, though there are 
systems operating at 134 KHz as well. This frequency band provides a 
shorter read range and slower read speed than the higher frequencies.  
 
 
LF RFID systems have the strongest ability to read tags on objects with 
high water or metal content compared to any of the higher 
frequencies. LF systems tend to be less sensitive to interference than 
higher frequency options. 
 
 
Typical low-frequency RFID applications are access control, animal 
tracking, vehicle immobilizers, healthcare applications, product 
authentication and various point-of-sale applications. 



Low Frequency Tags, Passive 



High Frequency Tags 

Modern proximity cards are covered by the ISO/IEC 14443 
(proximity card) standard. It defines two types of card ("A" and "B", 
with different communications protocols), which typically have a 
range up to 6cm (2 inches) -in practice-.  
 
 
 
There is also a related ISO/IEC 15693 (vicinity card) standard, 
which typically works up to a longer range of 50 cm (19 inches) 



High Frequency Tags 
The ISO/IEC 14443 standard is a four-part international standard 
for contact-less smart cards operating at 13.56 MHz in close 
proximity (~5-6cm) (2 inches) with a reader antenna.  
ISO/IEC 14443-1:2008 Part 1: Physical characteristics 
ISO/IEC 14443-2:2010 Part 2: Radio frequency power and signal interface 
ISO/IEC 14443-3:2011 Part 3: Initialization and anticollision 
ISO/IEC 14443-4:2008 Part 4: Transmission protocol 

 
This ISO standard describes the modulation and transmission 
protocols between card and reader to create interoperability for 
contact-less smart card products.  
 
There are two main communication protocols supported by the 
ISO/IEC 14443 standard, they are addressed as Type A and Type 
B.  
 



High Frequency Tags, Passive 







Software! 



LibNFC 
It’s an Open Source library for Near Field Communication 
(NFC).  
 
“libnfc is the first libre low level NFC SDK and 
Programmers API released under the GNU Lesser General 
Public License.” 
 
It provides complete transparency and royalty-free use for 
everyone.  

http://nfc-tools.org/index.php?title=Libnfc 

What? 



All major operating systems are supported, including GNU/
Linux, Mac OS X and Windows. Compilation should work 
out of the box on POSIX-systems. (YEAH! TRUE! :) 
 
 
This library supports various NFC hardware devices: dongles, 
flat and OEM devices.  
 
 
The library currently supports modulations for ISO/IEC 14443 
(A and B), FeliCa, Jewel tags and Data Exchange Protocol 
(P2P) as target and as initiator. ¿And Emulation…?  

LibNFC 
What? 



Two Cool Readers 

1. Proprietary Driver = PC/SC 
2. libNFC, no driver (! libusb) 
3. ifdnfc (beta, opensource PC/S) 

./configure --with-drivers=pn53x_usb,acr122_pcsc 



Libnfc examples 



Proxmark 



The Proxmark III is a device developed by Jonathan 
Westhues that enables sniffing (both ways), reading, writing, 
emulating and cloning of RFID (Radio Frequency 
Identification) tags.  
 
He wanted to look at the communication of Mifare Classic 
cards.  
 
He made an implementation of the ISO14443 type A standard 
for the Proxmark since Mifare is based on this communication 
standard.  
The findings of this research are published on arxiv.org as A 
Practical Attack on the Mifare Classic 

Proxmark3 
What? 



Proxmark3 

http://cq.cx/proxmark3.pl 

Board 





Proxmark3 

http://proxmark3.com/ 



Proxmark3 

http://proxmark3.com/ 

Low Freq Antenna 



Proxmark3 

http://proxmark3.com/ 

Hi Freq Antenna 



Proxmark3 
125Khz and 13.56Mhz  

antennas info 

http://www.proxmark.org/forum/index.php 
“Hardware Development” 

http://www.proxmark.org/forum/viewtopic.php?id=260 http://www.proxmark.org/forum/viewtopic.php?id=273 

Do not forget to “tune” your antenna… -> hw tune 



Proxmark3 

The Proxmark III firmware has been modified to allow more commands:  
 
proxmark3> hf 
help             This help 
14a              { ISO14443A RFIDs... } 
14b              { ISO14443B RFIDs... } 
15               { ISO15693 RFIDs... } 
epa              { German Identification Card... }  
legic            { LEGIC RFIDs... } 
iclass           { ICLASS RFIDs... } 
mf               { MIFARE RFIDs... } 
tune             Continuously measure HF antenna tuning 
 

Customize me! 
Flashing the Proxmark 

See: Compiling Proxmark source and firmware upgrading v1.pdf 

http://hackerwarehouse.com/blog/ 



Proxmark3 
The Proxmark III firmware has been modified to allow more (many more!) commands:  
 
proxmark3> lf 
 
help             This help 
cmdread          <off period> <'0' period> <'1' period> <command> ['h'] -- Modulate LF reader field to send command 
before read (all periods in microseconds) (option 'h' for 134) 
em4x             { EM4X RFIDs... } 
flexdemod        Demodulate samples for FlexPass 
hid              { HID RFIDs... } 
indalademod      ['224'] -- Demodulate samples for Indala 64 bit UID (option '224' for 224 bit) 
indalaclone      <UID> ['l']-- Clone Indala to T55x7 (tag must be in antenna)(UID in HEX)(option 'l' for 224 UID 
read             ['h'] -- Read 125/134 kHz LF ID-only tag (option 'h' for 134) 
sim              [GAP] -- Simulate LF tag from buffer with optional GAP (in microseconds) 
simbidir         Simulate LF tag (with bidirectional data transmission between reader and tag) 
simman           <Clock> <Bitstream> [GAP] Simulate arbitrary Manchester LF tag 
ti               { TI RFIDs... } 
vchdemod         ['clone'] -- Demodulate samples for VeriChip 
 

Customize me! 
Flashing the Proxmark 



Proxmark3 proxmark3> hf mf 
help             This help 
dbg              Set default debug mode 
rdbl             Read MIFARE classic block 
rdsc             Read MIFARE classic sector 
dump             Dump MIFARE classic tag to binary file 
restore          Restore MIFARE classic binary file to BLANK tag 
wrbl             Write MIFARE classic block 
chk              Test block keys 
mifare           Read parity error messages. param - <used card nonce> 
nested           Test nested authentication 
sniff            Sniff card-reader communication 
sim              Simulate MIFARE card 
eclr             Clear simulator memory block 
eget             Get simulator memory block 
eset             Set simulator memory block 
eload            Load from file emul dump 
esave            Save to file emul dump 
ecfill           Fill simulator memory with help of keys from simulator 
ekeyprn          Print keys from simulator memory 
csetuid          Set UID for magic Chinese card 
csetblk          Write block into magic Chinese card 
cgetblk          Read block from magic Chinese card 
cgetsc           Read sector from magic Chinese card 
cload            Load dump into magic Chinese card 
csave            Save dump from magic Chinese card into file or emulator 

Customize me! 
Flashing the Proxmark 



Proxmark3 
Customize me! 

Flashing the Proxmark 

The Project Repository has moved to GITHUB! 

https://github.com/Proxmark/proxmark3 



Proxmark3 
If something went wrong… 
JTAG Recovery Procedure 

http://www.segger.com/jlink.html 
 

If for whatever reason the USB upgrade 
procedure failed and the Proxmark will no 
longer boot, you will need to load the bootrom 
on to the Proxmark using the JTAG interface.  
 
This procedure assumes that you have a Segger 
J-LINK for the recovery process and J-Flash 
ARM installed on a PC (Microsoft Windows).  

Cool post: 
 
http://www.proxmark.org/forum/viewtopic.php?id=1490 



Proxmark developers community 
Research, development and trades concerning 
the powerful Proxmark3 device! 

http://www.proxmark.org/forum/index.php 

http://www.proxmark.org/files/ 

Proxmark3 
Community Forum 



Proxmark3 



Proxmark3 



Simplest RFID Emulator: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JiHc_hI5NAw 

Proxmark3 

proxmark3>*lf*em*em410xwatch*

proxmark3>*lf*em*em410xsim*34003aca60*
Sending*data,*please*wait...*
Starting*simulator...*

proxmark3>*lf*em*em410xwrite*34003aca60*1*
Writing*T55x7*tag*with*UID*0x34003aca60*
#db#*Started*writing*T55x7*tag*...*
#db#*Tag*T55x7*written*with*0xff992001a98a301c*



HydraBus+NFC 



The HydraBus (hardware) with HydraFW (firmware) 
are used as an open source multi-tool for anyone 
interested in learning/developping/debugging/hacking 
basic or advanced embedded hardware. 
 
For NFC support you can plug on top of HydraBus an 
optional open source hardware shield HydraNFC 
 
For more details on HydraNFC see http://hydrabus.com/ 

HydraBus + NFC 
What? 

https://github.com/bvernoux/hydrafw/wiki 



Board 
HydraBus + NFC 

https://github.com/bvernoux/hydrafw/ 

https://github.com/bvernoux/hydranfc 



Updating Example 
HydraBus + NFC 

$ sudo dfu-util -a 0 -d 0483:df11 -D hydrafw.dfu 
Password: 
dfu-util 0.7 
 
Copyright 2005-2008 Weston Schmidt, Harald Welte and OpenMoko Inc. 
Copyright 2010-2012 Tormod Volden and Stefan Schmidt 
This program is Free Software and has ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY 
Please report bugs to dfu-util@lists.gnumonks.org 
 
[SNIP…] 
 
Filter on vendor = 0x0483 product = 0xdf11 
Opening DFU capable USB device... ID 0483:df11 
Run-time device DFU version 011a 
parsing DFU image 1 
image for alternate setting 0, (1 elements, total size = 94540) 
parsing element 1, address = 0x08000000, size = 94532 
............................................... 
done parsing DfuSe file 

Don’t forget to keep RESET + UBTN pressed while connecting the board, then release RESET then UBTN 





Arduino. 



Shields… 



Don’t! ;) 



Don’t! ;) 



Mifare. 



MIFARE is a trademark of NXP Semiconductors.  
 
Became the most successful platform within the automatic 
fare collection industry. 
 
MIFARE Classic 1K is primarily used in closed systems as 
fixed value tickets (e.g. weekly or monthly travel passes) or as 
tickets where value is extracted from the card by the service 
provider. 
 
$  Automatic Fare Collection & Micropayments  
$  Access Management 
$  Student Cards 
$  Loyalty Cards 
$  Road Tolling & Parking 
$  Event Tickenting 
$  Membership Cards & Points to exchange for prizes 

 

Mifare Classic 



Mifare Classic memory 



http://www.nxp.com/documents/application_note/AN1304.pdf 

The memory area of the MIFARE 1k is organized in 16 numbered sectors from 0 to 15.  
 
Each sector contains 4 blocks (block 0 to 3).  
 
Block 3 of each sector is called sector trailer and contains information (called access bits) 
to handle the sector access conditions and the secret keys (key A and key B). Depending on 
the setting of the access bits the Reader device has to perform an authentication with key A 
or key B to read or write the sector.  
 
Block 0 of sector 0 (i.e. Manufacturer Block also called Manufacturer Data) contains the IC 
manufacturer data, and the Unique Identifier (UID, also called Serial Number, see [ISOIEC 
14443-3] for a detailed definition).  

Mifare Classic internals 



MIFARE Classic 1K,  
MIFARE Classic 4K 
 
The MIFARE™ Classic Crypto algorithm 
is a highly cost efficient authentication 
and data encryption method. It has been 
designed for maximum performance while 
providing basic levels of data security. In 
combination with a sophisticated key 
diversification technique and appropriate 
system level security measures, this 
product can be used for reloadable time-
based smart cards or stored-value fare 
collection concepts. 

24th Chaos Communication Congress 
December 27th to 30th, 2007 

Nohl and Plotz gave a presentation on MiFare's 
security vulnerabilities. 

To hack the chip, Nohl and Plotz reverse-
engineered the cryptography on the MiFare 
chip through a painstaking process. They 
examined the actual MiFare Classic chip in 
exacting detail using a microscope and the 
open-source OpenPCD RFID reader and 
snapped several in-depth photographs of the 
chip's architecture.  
 
The chip is tiny -- about a 1-millimeter-square 
shred of silicon -- and is composed of several 
layers.  

Mifare Classic 



The 48-bit key used in Mifare cards makes brute-force key searches feasible. 

In a (special?) brute-force attack an attacker records two challenge-response 
exchanges between the legitimate reader and a card and then tries all 
possible keys for whether they produce the same result. 

Less than 50min in an FPGA array  
(see Pico Computing ;) 

The random numbers on Mifare Classic tags are generated using a linear 
feedback shift register with constant initial condition. 

Each random value, therefore, only depends on the number of clock cycles 
elapsed between the time the tag is powered up (and the register starts 

shifting) and the time the random number is extracted. 

http://static.usenix.org/event/sec08/tech/full_papers/nohl/nohl_html/ 

Mifare Classic 
Problems here?… first approaches 



Crypto1 consists of: 
* one 48-bit feedback shift register for the main secret state of the cipher, 
* a linear function, 
* a two-layer 20-to-1 nonlinear function and 
* a 16-bit LFSR which is used during the authentication phase  
(which also serves as the pseudo random number generator on some card implementations). 

Mifare Classic 
Crypto1 

http://www.doc.ic.ac.uk/~mgv98/MIFARE_files/report.pdf 
Practical Attacks on the MIFARE Classic 
by Wee Hon Tan 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LFSR 





 
Well-known 

attacks… 
1.  Sniff a valid trace (Proxmark!) and use Crapto1 
2.  Default keys? Got one key? Get the others! – Nested! 

(mfoc) 
3.  No default keys? Get a key! - DarkSide attack (mfcuk) 
4.  Any legit reader in the neighborhood? Reader-Only attack 

Mifare Classic 



Mifare Classic 
Practical Attacks 

   
crapto1 
Open implementations of attacks against the crypto1 cipher, as 
used in some RFID cards.  
http://code.google.com/p/crapto1/ 
 



Mifare Classic 
Practical Attacks    

crapto1 
Open implementations of attacks against the crypto1 cipher, as 
used in some RFID cards.  



http://code.google.com/p/mfoc/ 
 

Mfoc 
 
Open source implementation of "offline (card only) nested" attack.  

Mifare Classic 
Practical Attacks – mfcuk & mfoc 

http://code.google.com/p/mfcuk/ 
 

MfCuk  
 
Toolkit containing samples and various tools based on and around libnfc and crapto1, 
with emphasis on Mifare Classic NXP/Philips RFID cards.  

http://www.libnfc.org/community/topic/98/mifare-classic-key-recovery-tool-dark-side-attack/ 
 



The necessary information was extracted from the papers:  
 
http://www.sos.cs.ru.nl/applications/rfid/2008-esorics.pdf  

Finalized. (recover keys with a valid reader)  
 
http://www.cs.ru.nl/~flaviog/publications/Pickpocketing.Mifare.pdf  

Support for the fourth attack mentioned. (escalating from 1 key to any 
without a valid reader).  

 
http://eprint.iacr.org/2009/137  

Support for the 'common prefix' attack. Retrieves a key without a valid 
reader. Requires more communication than the previous attack and accurate 
timing.  

Mifare Classic 
Practical Attacks 

Note: This papers are in Proxmark Files folder too =) 





iClass. 
At a glance… 



iClass 

http://www.hidglobal.com/products/readers/iclass 



iClass 

Optimized to make physical access control more powerful, 
iCLASS 13.56 MHz read/write contactless smart card 
technology provides versatile interoperability and supports 
multiple applications such as biometric authentication, cashless 
vending and PC log on security. 

iCLASS smart cards and readers make access control more 
powerful, more versatile, and most important of all, offers 
enhanced security through encryption and mutual 
authentication. 



iClass 

http://www.openpcd.org/HID_iClass_demystified 

The most important finding of this research is that HID iCLASS™ 
Standard Security cards can be easily read and copied with low cost 
consumer USB RFID readers due to the fact that the same two keys 
were used world-wide for all HID iCLASS Standard Security 
installations. 
 
Every HID Standard Security iCLASS™ card can be copied, read, 
decrypted and modified using an off-the-shelf HID Omnikey USB 
reader (HID Omnikey 5312 and 6321 do fine - CLi versions are not 
needed) as the same encryption and authentication keys are shared 
across all HID iCLASS Standard Security installations. 
 
Standard Security vs. High Security 

http://www.openpcd.org/images/HID-iCLASS-security.pdf 



iClass 

http://www.openpcd.org/HID_iClass_demystified 

proxmark3> hf iclass  
help             This help           
list             [Deprecated] List iClass history           
snoop            Eavesdrop iClass communication           
sim              Simulate iClass tag           
reader           Read an iClass tag           
replay           Read an iClass tag via Reply Attack           
dump             Authenticate and Dump iClass tag           
write            Authenticate and Write iClass block           
loclass          Use loclass to perform bruteforce of reader attack dump  



iClass proxmark3> hf iclass dump [KEY] 
isOk:02           
CSN: cd 6d 11 01 f8 ff XX XX 
Pre-fortified key that would be needed by the OmniKey reader to talk to above 
CSN:           
Used key = XXXXXXXXXXXX         
Hash0, a.k.a diversified key, that is computed using Ksel and stored in the card 
(Block 3):           
Div key = XXXXXXXXXXXX  
.#db#      00: cd 6d 11 01 f8 ff 12 e0                  
#db#      01: 12 ff ff ff 7f 1f ff 3c                  
#db#      02: fe ff ff ff ff ff ff ff                  
#db#      05: ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff                  
#db#      06: 03 03 03 03 00 03 e0 17                  
#db#      07: b4 71 18 97 23 39 3c e9                  
#db#      08: 2a d4 c8 21 1f 99 68 71                  
#db#      09: 2a d4 c8 21 1f 99 68 71                  
#db#      0a: ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff                 
#db#      1d: ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff  



Use Cases  
Real World Hacks 

Mifare Classic + ISO15693



Use Cases 
1996 — First transport scheme in Seoul using MIFARE Classic 1k. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MIFARE 



Full Disclosure 

In March 2008 the Digital Security research group of 
the Radboud University Nijmegen made public that 
they performed a complete reverse-engineering and 
were able to clone and manipulate the contents of a 
OV-Chipkaart (The Netherlands) which is a 
MIFARE Classic card. 

October 2011 the company TLS, responsible for the 
OV-Chipkaart announced that the new version of the 
card will be better protected against fraud 

OV-Chipkaart.me  
Hackers website voor de OV-Chipkaart  



Full Disclosure 
 
 
The researchers say their security flaw can be used to 
copy cards. They claim to have even been able to 
adjust the amount of credit stored on a pre-pay card. 
 
 
 
Shashi Verma, director of fares and ticketing at 
Transport For London, told the BBC its system 
spotted the security breach. 
 

  
 

"We knew about it before we were informed by the students," said Mr Verma 
 
He stressed that the Mifare Classic chip in the Oyster card is only part of a larger 
system. "A number of forensic controls run within the back office systems which is 
something that customers and these students have no ability to touch.” 
 
"We will carry on making improvements to the security of the Oyster system." 



Use Case 
Buenos Aires, Argentina, using Mifare 1K 

There is a lot of information that you can check in Gov’s RFP’s ;)  



Use Case 
Buenos Aires, Argentina, using Mifare 1K 

RFID Pedestrian Barriers Tripod Turnstile 



Hacking an ISO 15693 (TagIT) real world tag  
One more real example 

ISO/IEC 15693, is an ISO standard for vicinity cards, i.e. cards which can be 
read from a greater distance as compared to proximity cards. 
 
ISO/IEC 15693 systems operate at the 13.56 MHz frequency. 
 
One Example, Texas Tag-IT 2048: 
 
Texas Instruments Tag-itTM HF-I plus transponder inlays consist of 
13.56-MHz high-frequency (HF) transponders that are compliant 
with the ISO/IEC 15693 and ISO/IEC 18000-3 global open 
standards. These products offer a user-accessible memory of 2048 
bits, organized in 64 blocks, and an extensive command set 
available in six different antenna shapes, with frequency offset for 
integration into paper, PVC, or other substrates.  
 

http://www.ti.com/lit/ds/scbs825/scbs825.pdf 



Hacking an ISO 15693 (TagIT) real world tag  
One more real example 

There! 



Resources, Tips, 
Ideas and Cheers 



Resources 
Everything you need to know to look like you know everything! 

 
 
PROXMARK3 
http://www.proxmark.org/ 
http://cq.cx/proxmark3.pl 
http://code.google.com/p/proxmark3/ (old but good :) 
https://github.com/Proxmark 
 
TOOLS & DEPENDENCES 
http://www.nfc-tools.org/ 
http://www.libusb.org/ 
http://pcsclite.alioth.debian.org/pcsclite.html 
 
MIFARE 
http://www.nxp.com/ 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MIFARE 
 
ATTACKS 
http://code.google.com/p/crapto1/ 
http://code.google.com/p/mfcuk/ 
http://code.google.com/p/mfoc/ 
 
 

iClass 
http://www.openpcd.org/HID_iClass_demystified 



Wanna Buy!?  
 
 
SHOPPING 
http://www.javacardsdk.com (Futako Co.)  
http://adafruit.com/ 
http://proxmark3.com/ 
http://www.smartcardfocus.com/ 
http://www.segger.com/jlink.html 
http://www.xfpga.com 
http://rfidshop.com.hk (20% off! Mentioning this Workshop!) 
http://hackerwarehouse.com 
 



More Resources 
Everything you have to take a look! 

 
 
 
Want more!? Gimme More, More & More! Random stuff, Projects, etc. 
 
 

Arduino + RFID = Mfocuino! (Christophe Duvernois) 

http://elecfreaks.com/store/download/datasheet/NFC/rfid_guide.pdf 
 
http://elecfreaks.com/store/download/datasheet/NFC/Introduction_to_NFC_v1_0_en.pdf 

HF RFID Demo Tag, http://jce.iaik.tugraz.at/sic/Products/RFID-Components/HF-RFID-Demo-Tag 

Check Rfidiot stuff!  http://code.google.com/p/epassportviewer/ & 
http://freeworld.thc.org/thc-epassport/ 

JCOP Cards! 

http://wiki.yobi.be/wiki/RFID   => veeeeeeery cool wiki!  

Rfid Zappers! 

http://code.google.com/p/micmd/ 
Command line utility, built on libnfc, which allows to interactively manipulate 
mifare classic tags. 

http://www.rfidpoint.com 



Use the Source! (OSX) 
Updating*Macports:*sudo*port*selfupdate*
Install*pkgMconfig,*eg.:*sudo*port*install*pkgconfig*
Install*libusbMcompat*
Install*libusbMlegacy*
*
Libnfc'(ACR'and'SCL3711):'
*
git*clone*https://code.google.com/p/libnfc*
autoreconf*Mvis*
./configure*MMwithMdrivers=pn53x_usb,acr122_pcsc*
make*
sudo*make*install*
*
*
Mfcuk:'
*
Requires:*libnfc*(version*>=*1.7.0)*
*
svn*checkout*http://mfcuk.googlecode.com/svn/trunk/*mfcukMreadMonly*
autoreconf*Mvis*
automake*MMaddMmissing*
PKG_CONFIG_PATH=/PATHMTOMLIBNFC/*./configure*
make*all*
*
Mfoc:'
*
git*clone*https://code.google.com/p/mfoc/*
Same*steps*as*Mfcuk*



And we didn’t cover many other attacks like… 

Relay Attacks on ISO 14443 Contactless Smart Cards 
http://www.sec.in.tum.de/assets/studentwork/finished/Weiss2010.pdf 

NFC “phishing” attacks  
 NFC “touch” attacks  
 http://www.mulliner.org/nfc/feed/nfc_ndef_security_ninjacon_2011.pdf 

NDEF hacking… 

See ConTags (e-ticketing of the Frankfurt area public transport system) 

Google Wallet?  
 
Steal info from +RFID Credit Cards? 

http://sourceforge.net/projects/nfcproxy/ 

Chameleon 14443? 



and What about NFC enabled Credit Cards? 

http://eternal-todo.com/es/blog/give-me-credit-card-nfc-way 



Some quick n’ dirty Countermeasures 

Lots of info from NXP regarding the implementation of a secure payment system 
using their Mifare (Classic) tags, SAM’s, etc. Try their AN’s.  

RFID Blocker!?  

Your grandma always tells you: Do not to scan any QR code on the street!…  
remember her advise for Smartposters, NFC marketing, etc. 

If you see someone with an antenna, just 
run far away or put yourself inside a 
Faraday cage :P 

Use well-known encryption shemes? 



I’d like to give Special Thanks to… 

Phil Teuwen & @EternalToDo 

The people from Proxmark forum 

Researchers, who share all their knowledge! 

& 

PHDAYS People! 
and…. 



http://www.linkedin.com/in/nahuelgrisolia https://www.facebook.com/cintademoebius 


